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Engraved celt tool of Sembiyan-kandiyur with 
Sarasvati hieroglyphs: calling-card of an artisan 
 
S. Kalyanaraman (30 April 2006) 
 
This note is posted at the following URL together with the sources used to decode the epigraph 
engraved on a Neolithic celt tool discovered at Sembiyan-kandiyur:  
http://pages.google.com/edit/kalyan97/bronzeagetradeandmlecchawriting Annexed to the note 
are Hieroglyph Sign list and Sign Variants (after I. Mahadevan). 
 
The note discusses the calling-card of an artisan in continuum of the bronze age trade and writing 
system into the Neolithic period. The name of the village is also instructive: sembiyan could be 
derived from cempu ‘copper’; kandiyur could be derived from kand. ‘fire altar’. The location of 
Sembiyan-kandiyur is not far from Swamimalai where the shrine of Subrahmanya (one of the 
arupat.aiveet.u, that is, one of the six camps of the commander) is called eraka-subrahmanya. 
Eraka ! Copper, metal infusion. At Swamimalai, the artisans make bronze murti-s in the 
vis’vakarma tradition – using cire perdue technique (lost wax process) which was used by the 
artisans of Sarasvati civilization. 
 
Sembiyan-kandiyur is a village in Mayiladuthurai Taluk in Nagapattinam district of Tamil Nadu 
where the celt tool with clear engraving was found. Mr. Muthuswamy, a regional officer of the 
Tamilnadu State Archaeology Department has identified the two stones found here as neolithic 
polished stone celts of ca. 2000 - 1000 BCE. (Mahadevan, personal communication, 2006).  
 
This is an important discovery linking the Sarasvati civilization (3300 BCE) with megalithic 
cultures (1000 BCE) and Saptasindhu region with megalithic sites of southern Bharat extending 
upto Adichanallur and S’rilanka. This is consistent with the existence of Sarasvati hieroglyphs on 
Sohgaura copper plate, on punch-marked coins over an extensive area and the ligatures on 
sculptures of Sanchi and Barhut such as s’rivatsa or makara (discussed in the pages cited at the 
URL). A separate note has been posted on the naga people and links with Sankars.an.a 
Balarama related to the irrigation works around Vidisha (Sanchi). 
http://pages.google.com/edit/kalyan97/culturallegacy  

 
I agree with Iravatham 
Mahadevan’s identification of the 
epigraph as containing four Indus 
script signs.  I also accept his 
identification of Sign 48 (discussed 
below) as orthographically evolved 
from the ribs of the backbone of a 
person sitting in a bowing posture. 
(See 

http://murugan.org/research/mahadevan.htm (1999, ‘Murukan’ in the Indus Script, The Journal of 
the Institute of Asian Studies, March 1999). Note: I do not accept his ‘reading’ of the sign as 
denoting ‘Murukan’ but read rebus as a set of Indic lexemes connoting the ribs of the backbone of 
a skeleton). See seal m1186 shown below of a person kneeling in adoration in front of a wide-
mouthed pot decorated with ‘ficus’ leaves. The same sign 48 occurring a sign-sequence inscribed 
on a Kalibangan potsherd leads BB Lal to identify the direction of ‘writing’.  
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It will be necessary to investigate the geological compositions of the Neolithic ‘blackstones’.  
 
It should also be noted that BB Lal had provided an insight into the continuance of the Sarasvati 
hieroglyphs (Indus script glyphs) in many megalithic finds. BB Lal notes, "eighty-nine percent of 
the megalithic symbols go back to the chalcolithic-Harappan times. Conversely, eighty-five 
percent of the Harappan-chalcolithic symbols continue down to the megalithic times".(1960, 'From 
the Megalithic to the Harappa: tracing back the graffiti on pottery') Cf. S. Seneviratne’s article on 
Frontline  Volume 23 - Issue 01, Jan. 14 - 27, 2006 
http://www.flonnet.com/fl2301/stories/20060127003610200.htm cf. Iravatham Mahadevan’s note 
at http://www1.shore.net/~india/ejvs/ejvs0801/ejvs0801.txt  [2002, Aryan or Dravidian or Neither? 
A Study of Recent Attempts to Decipher the Indus Script 
(1995-2000)] 
 
One of the two celts is said to carry the engraving of the following four sign sequence: 
Sign 48-342-367-301 (The sign numbers and orthography of the signs are from Mahadevan, 
Indus Script corpus; list of hieroglyph signs and orthographic variants based on Mahadevan is 

attached).  The four hieroglyphs are read from l. to r. rebus: 
 
Sign 48: skeleton, backbone, ribs: forge: kolami; smithy: pasra; artisan: barduga 
 
kolami ‘forge, furnace’; rebus: gollemu ‘backbone’; pasra ‘smithy’; panjara ‘skeleton’; barad.o = 
spine; backbone; rebus: bharatiyo = a caster of metals, a brazier; bharatar, bharatal, bharatal. = 
moulded; an article made in a mould (G.) barduga = a man of acquirements, a proficient man 
(Ka.) bad.hi ‘a  caste who work both in iron and wood’ (Santali)i bar.ae = a blacksmith (Santali); 
bharad.o ‘devotee of S’iva’; barot.i = twelve; as in: barot.i panjaram, adj. lit. = who has twelve ribs; 
important, who is able to get things done (Santali) A number of glyphs could represent the same 
semantics related to barduga, artisan:  
 
Sign 342: rim of narrow-necked jar: fire-altar for copper: kan.d. kan-ka 
 
kand. ‘fire altar’; kan- ‘copper’; rebus: Kand. Kan-ka ‘rim of jar’ 
 
Sign 301: eye-ball, squint: blacksmith: d.angar 
 
d.an:gar ‘ blacksmith’; rebus: t.agara ‘squinting’; rebus: tagara ‘tin’ 
 
Sign 367: three ingots ligatured to a wide-mouthed pot (with a spoon infixed): mint: kammat.a 
empty pot: barad.u; rebus: barduga ‘artisan’; iron spoon; ingot: d.aba 
 
kammat.a ‘mint’; kamat.ha ‘pot’; d.ab ‘ingot’;  rebus: d.aba ‘iron spoon’; ta(m)bra ‘copper’; d.abbu 
‘four paise’ (that is, copper coin); rebus: tebr.a, tebor. ‘thrice’ 
 
barad.u ‘empty pot’ 
 
Thus the words read rebus by these four hieroglyphs read r. to l. are:  
 
tebr.a, kammat.a, d.aba, barduga copper-mint-ingot-artisan 
d.angar : blacksmith 
kand. kan-ka: copper fire-altar 
kolami, pasra, barduga: furnace-forge-smithy-artisan 
 
The four sign-sequence thus connotes a calling-card of a professional metal-smith, of the bronze 
age trade tradition: smithy with furnace/forge; fire-altar for copper; blacksmith; mint (copper). 
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The lexical repertoire and orthography used in Sarasvati hieroglyphs (Indus script using these 
glyphs), together with alternative pairs of homonyms – all related to a smyth -- is provided in the 
attached note. 
 
Background 
 
The following are excerpts from a note of Iravatham Mahadevan: 
 
Date: 30 April 2006, 
 
[quote] Dear Colleague 
 
This is a preliminary announcement of an important discovery made recently of a neolithic 
polished stone celt carrying an engraved text in the Indus Script by the Tamil Nadu State 
Department of Archaeology which will make a more detailed official announcement.  
A school teacher in a village called Sembiyan-kandiyur in Mayiladuthurai Taluk in Nagapattinam 
district of Tamil Nadu, while digging a small pit in his backyard to plant a banana sapling, 
discovered two pieces of black stone. He showed them to his friend, Mr. G. Muthuswamy, a 
trained archaeologist, who is the regional officer of the State Archaeology department. Mr. 
Muthuswamy, immediately identified the two stones as neolithic polished stone celts of ca. 2000 - 
1000 BCE. As there are no hills in the Lower Cauvery Delta, the celts must have reached the site 
in the course of trading in such tools in neolithic times. The celts were sent to the Commissioner 
of Archaeology at Chennai. When the stones were washed, it was found that one of them carried 
four symbols deeply etched and well-preserved. The Commissioner was good enough to send 
the engraved stone for my inspection. A text of four signs in the classical Indus script is engraved 
on the tool. The signs are, from left to right, 48-342-367-301. (I. Mahadevan, The Indus Script 
1977:Sign list). It is well known that the sequence 48-342 is one of the most frequent in the Indus 
texts, especially on the tiny seals and sealings found at Harappa. The sequence ensures that the 
text on the nelothic tool found in Tamil Nadu is not only in the Indus script but also in the 
Harappan Language.  
 
I may add this is the archaeological discovery of the century in Tamil Nadu. If the identification is 
confirmed by experts in the field, it will have far-reaching implications relating to the language of 
the Indus script and the Southern spread of the Harappan culture.  
 
Iravatham Mahadevan [unquote] 
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Significance of Mayiladuthurai find  
T.S. Subramanian, The Hindu, May 1, 2006  

Links between Harappa and Neolithic Tamil Nadu  

 

 
RARE FIND: The Neolithic polished stone celt (hand-held axe) with the Indus valley script found 
at Sembian-Kandiyur village, near Mayiladuthurai in Tamil Nadu. — Photo: Vino John  
CHENNAI: The discovery of a Neolithic stone celt, a hand-held axe, with the Indus script on it at 
Sembian-Kandiyur in Tamil Nadu is, according to Iravatham Mahadevan, "a major discovery 
because for the first time a text in the Indus script has been found in the State on a datable 
artefact, which is a polished neolithic celt." He added: "This confirms that the Neolithic people of 
Tamil Nadu shared the same language family of the Harappan group, which can only be 
Dravidian. The discovery provides the first evidence that the Neolithic people of the Tamil country 
spoke a Dravidian language." Mr. Mahadevan, an eminent expert on the subject, estimated the 
date of the artefact with the Indus script between 2000 B.C. and 1500 B.C.  
It was in February 2006, when V. Shanmuganathan, a school teacher living in Sembian-Kandiyur, 
near Mayiladuthurai in Nagapattinam district, dug a pit in the backyard of his house to plant 
banana and coconut saplings, that he encountered two stone celts. The teacher, who is 
interested in archaeology, rang up his friend G. Muthusamy, Curator of the Danish Fort Museum 
at Tranquebar, which belongs to the Tamil Nadu Department of Archaeology. Mr. Muthusamy, 
who also belongs to the same village, took charge of the two celts from his friend and handed 
them over to T.S. Sridhar, Special Commissioner, State Department of Archaeology.  
When Mr. Sridhar examined one of the two stones, he found some engravings on it. So he asked 
the epigraphists of his Department to study the particular celt. To their absolute delight, they 
found fours signs on it - and all four of them corresponded with the characters in the Indus script. 
When the celt with the Indus script was shown to Mr. Mahadevan, he confirmed that they were in 
the Indus script. The celt with the script measures 6.5 cm by 2.5 cm by 3.6 cm by 4 cm. It weighs 
125 grams. The other celt has no engravings on it.  
Mr. Mahadevan, one of the world's foremost scholars on the Indus and the Tamil-Brahmi scripts, 
is the author of the seminal work, The Indus Script: Texts, Concordance and Tables. It was 
published by the Archaeological Survey of India, New Delhi in 1977.  
First Indus sign  
The first Indus sign on the celt showed a skeletal body with ribs, seated on his haunches, body 
bent, lower limbs folded and knees drawn up. The second sign shows a jar with a handle. The 
first sign stood for "muruku" and the second for "an." Together, they read as "Murukan." They 
formed a very frequent combination on the Indus seals and sealings, especially from Harappa. 
The first "muruku" sign corresponded with the sign number 48, the second with the number 342, 
the third, which looks like a trident, corresponded with the sign number 367, and the fourth with 
301.  
These numbers are found in the sign list published by Mr. Mahadevan.  
He said: "`Muruku' and 'an' are shown hundreds of times in the Indus script found at Harappa. 
This is the importance of the find at Sembiyan-Kandiyur. Not only do the Neolithic people of Tamil 
Nadu and the Harappans share the same script but the same language." In Tamil Nadu, the 
muruku symbol was first identified from a pottery graffiti at Sanur, near Tindivanam. B.B. Lal, 
former Director-General of ASI, correctly identified this symbol with sign 47 of the Indus script. In 
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recent years, the muruku symbol turned up among the pottery graffiti found at Mangudi, near 
Tirunelveli in Tamil Nadu, and at Muciri, Kerala. But this was the first time that a complete, 
classical Indus script had been found on a polished Neolithic stone celt, Mr. Mahadevan pointed 
out. He emphasised that the importance of the discovery was independent of the tentative 
decipherment of the two signs proposed by him. 
http://www.hindu.com/2006/05/01/stories/2006050101992000.htm 
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i
 bari_ = blacksmith, artisan (Ash.)(CDIAL 9464). bar.ae = bad.ae (Santali.lex.) bar.ae = a blacksmith. 

“Although their physique, their language and their customs generally point to a Kolarian origin, they constitute a 

separate caste, which the Mundas consider as inferior to themselves, and the Baraes accept their position with 

good grace, the more so as no contempt is shown to them. …In every Munda village of some size there is at least 

one family of Baraes…The ordinary village smith is versed in the arts of iron-smelting, welding and tempering, 

and in his smithy, which is generally under one of the fine old large trees that form the stereotyped feature of the 

Mundari village, are forged from start to finish, all the weapons and the instruments and implements the Mundas 

require. There are of course individuals who succeed better than others in the making of arrows and various kinds 

of hunting-axes and these attract customers from other villages… they dig the kut.i (smelting furnace), they 

prepare and lay the bamboo tubes through which the air is driven from the bellows to the bottom of the furnace, 

they re-arrange the furnace after the lump of molten metal has been removed from it, and then the smith starts 

transforming it into ploughshares, hoes, yoking hooks and rings, arrow-heads, hunting axes of various shapes and 

sizes, wood axes, knives, his own implements, ladles, neat little pincers to extract thorns from hands and feet, 

needles for sewing mats and even razors. Formerly, he was also forging swords…susun-kanda (dancing-

sword)…If it appears too bold to attribute the invention of iron smelting and working to some of the aboriginal 

inhabitants of this, in many respects so richly blessed part of India (Chota Nagpur), it is certain that no land in the 

world is better qualified to push man to this invention. The excavations made recently (in 1915) by Mr. Sarat 

Chandra Roy, the author of the Mundas and their Country have shown conclusively, that it was inhabited by man 

in the stone age, the copper age and the early iron age. Baraes are also found in the villages of Jashpur, Barwai, 

Biru, Nowagarh, Kolebira and Bano from which the Mundas have been either driven out by the Hindus or 

crowded out by the Uraons. There they have adopted the Sadani dialect but retained their own social and 

religious customs. In the districts named above they are called lohar or loha_ra, but in Gangpur they go under the 

name of Kamar. These Kamars are animists like the Lohars, but they use tanned hides for their single bellows, 

which they work by bulling, like the blacksmiths in Europe. The Lohars say that is is on account of this that they 

do not intermarry or eat with them any more. Baraes, Kamars and Lohars must not be confounded with the Aryan 

blacksmiths also called Lohars. These latter differ not only in race from the first but also in their methods of 

working. The Aryan blacksmith does not smelt iron, and uses only the single-nozzled hand bellows. He is met 

with only in such Chota Nagpur villages, where colonies of Hindu or Mohammedan landlords, merchants, 

money-lenders and native policement require his services, especially to get their bullocks and horses shod…The 

account the Baraes, Lohars and Kamars generally give of themselves is as follows: they say that they descend 

from Asura and Asurain, i.e., Asur and his wife, and that they were originally of one and the same caste with the 

Mundas. In this the Mundas agree with them… If the iron smelters and workers of the legend really belonged to 

the Munda race then their trade and art must in the beginning have given them a prominent position, such as is 

held in some ancient races by smiths…Like the Mundas they formerly burnt their dead, the bones of those dying 

out of their original village were carried back to it in a small earthen vessel into which some pice were placed, 

and this was then dashed to pieces against a rock in a river…Like the Mundas they practise ancestor worship in 

practically the same forms. Like them they worship Sin:bon:ga, whom the Lohars call Bhagwan… They also 

worship Baranda Buru whom the Sadani-speaking lohars call Bar Pahari…bar.ae-ili = the rice beer which has 

been brewed by the whole village, one pot per house, in honour of the Barae, and is drunk with him, at the end of 

the year; bar.ae-kud.lam = a country-made hoe, bar.ae-mer.ed = country-smelted iron; in contrast to cala_ni 

mer.ed, imported iron; bar.ae-muruk = the energy of a blacksmith.” (Mundari.lex., Encyclopaedia Mundarica, 

Vol. II, pp. 410-419). 

 
bar.hi, bar.hi_-mistri_, bar.u_i_, bar.u_i_-mistri_ (Sad.H. barha_i_) = a professional carpenter. This class of 

artisans is not found in purely Munda villages because every Munda knows carpentry enough for all his own 

purposes; trs. caus., to make somebody become a professional carpenter; intr., to call someone a carpenter; cina 

ka_m koko bar.hi_akoa? What kind of artisans are called carpenters; bar.hi-n rflx. v., to train oneself for, or to 

undertake, the work of a professional carpenter; bar.hi_-o, v., to become a professional carpenter; bar.hi_ kami 

= the work, the proession of carpenter, carpentry; bar.hi_-mistri_ a professional carpenter (Mundari.lex.)  

 

bad.ohi = a worker in wood, a village carpenter; bad.hor.ia = expert in working in wood; bad.hoe = a carpenter, 

worker in wood; bad.horia = adj. Who works in wood; (as a scolding to children who use a carpenter’s 

implements) mischievous (Santali.lex.) ba_r. blade of a khukri (N.); badhri_, badha_ru_ knife with a heavy blade 

for reaping with (Bi.); ba_r.h, ba_r. = edge of knife (H.); va_d.h (G.); ba_r.h = book-binders papercutter (Bi.); 

brdha_n.u_ = to sheer sheep (WPah.)(CDIAL 11371).  vardha a cutting (Skt.); vad.hu a cut (S.)(CDIAL 11372). 
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vardh- = to cut (Skt.); vardhaka carpenter (R.); bardog, bardox axe (Kho.); wadok (Kal.); wa_t. axe (Wg.); 

wa_t.ak (Pas'.)(CDIAL 11374). bad.gi, bad.gya_ carpenter (Kon.lex.) bad.hi, bar.hi mistri, bad.hoe, bad.ohi, kat. 

bad.hoe carpenter (Santali.lex.) bad.agi, bad.a_yi, bad.iga, bad.igi, bad.ige, bad.igya_, bad.d.agi (Tadbhava of 

vardhaki) a carpenter; bad.agitana carpentry (Ka.lex.) Image: stick: bar.ga, bar.iya stick (Kuwi); bur.ga stick, 

club; badga walking stick (Kuwi); bar.ga, bad.ga, bad.d.e, bad.d.i, bar.iya, war.iya_ stick (Go.); bar.iya stick 

(Pa.); vat.i small cane or stick; vat.ippu iron rod (Ta.); vat.i stick, staff, club or armed brahmans, shaft, stroke; 

vat.ikka to strike; vat.ippikka to have the measure struck (Ma.); bad.i, bad.e, bod.i, bod.e to beat, strike, thrash, 

bang, pound; n. beating, blow, castration, a short thick stick, cudgel; bad.ike beating; bad.ige stick, staff, cudgel, 

hammer, mallet; bad.isu to cause to beat; bad.ukatana beating, etc.; ba_y bad.i to prevent one from speaking, 

silence one (Ka.); bad.i (bad.ip-, bad.ic-) to hammer, pound; ba.y bad.i- to bawl out (Kod..); bad.ipuni, bad.iyuni 

to strike, beat, thrash; bad.u stick, cudgel (Tu.); bad.ita, bad.iya, bad.e thick stick, cudgel (Te.); bed.ta club; 

bad.ya walking stick (Kol.); bad.iga big walking stick; bad.ga stick (Kond.a); bad.ge stick, staff (Pe.); bad.ga 

stick (Mand..); bad.ga_ cudgel, stick; bad.vin.e~ to bruise, beat (M.)(DEDR 5224). bharia a carrying stick 

(Santali.lex.) vad.aga_ a stick, staff (M.); bad.iko_l a staff for striking, beating or pounding; bad.i-man.i an 

instrument for levelling a surface by beating; bad.iho_ri a gelded young bull (Ka.)(Ka.lex.) vardhaka =in cmpd. 

= cutting (Skt.); ci_vara-vad.d.haka = tailor; vad.d.haki = carpenter, building mason; vad.d.hai_ = carpenter 

(Pkt.); vad.d.haia = shoemaker (Pkt.); ba_d.ho_i_ = carpenter (WPah.); ba_d.hi (WPah.); bar.hai, bar.ahi (N.); 

ba_rai (A.); ba_r.ai, ba_r.ui (B.); bar.hai_, bar.ha_i, ba_r.hoi (Or.); bar.ahi_ (Bi.); bar.hai_ (Bhoj.); va_d.ha_ya_ 

(M.); vad.u-va_ (Si.); vardhaki carpenter (MBh.); vad.d.haki carpenter, building mason (Pali)(CDIAL 11375). 

vad.hin.i_ cutting (S.); vardhana cutting, slaughter (Mn.)(CDIAL 11377). vad.d.ha_pe_ti cuts (moustache)(Pali); 

badhem I cut, shear (Kal.); so_r-berde_k custom of cutting an infant's original hair (Kho.); bad.n.o_ to cut, (K.); 

vad.han.u (S.); vad.d.han. to cut, reap (L.); ba_d.hna_ to cut, shear (H.)(CDIAL 11381). va_d.ho carpenter (S.); 

va_d.d.hi_, ba_d.d.hi_ (P.)(CDIAL 11568). bed.i_r sledgehammer (Kho.); bad.il (Gaw.); bad.i_r (Bshk.); 

bad.hi_r axe (Phal.); sledgehammer (Phal.)(CDIAL 11385). 

 


